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INTRODUCTION

Monash Precinct aims to be a Global City Centre, that impacts and

inspires millions of people. At the core of the Southeast Melbourne,

the precinct is an economic powerhouse, incorporating the highest

concentration of jobs outside Melbourne’s CBD. This a community

that collaborates for an impact. As an epicenter for employment and

innovation in health, education, and other industries.

PROJECT OUTLINE

This project aims to develop an external presence for the Monash 

Precinct through responsive website the aids in achieving the 

following.

• Analyzing the business requirements and design the operational 

flow of the website

• Interface for registered precinct partners to create, book events & 

blogs. 

• Design a user friendly and responsive website.

• Facilitate communication platform in the website. 
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OUTCOMES

Our prototype was designed using Adobe XD and developed

on WordPress. The interface allows the precinct partners to

register, create & book events, blogs & contact the precinct

partners for achieving breakthrough in industry, research and

education .

Link: http://www.monashprecinct.com.au/

Our approach ensured that the stakeholder requirements are 

addressed. This also includes

• Functional and Non-functional requirements.

• Data Analysis on Monash Precinct

• Development on WordPress and deployment on server

The below chart shows a high-level overview of our approach

FUTURE OUTCOMES

• Facilitating internal communication tool for the 

registered precinct partners to improve the collaboration 

and engagement.

• Improve search engine optimization and digitally 

promoting the external presence of Monash Precinct
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CHALLENGES

• Identifying the users and their needs

• Design Guidelines

• Data retrieval from sources

• Operational flow of the Website

http://www.monashprecinct.com.au/

